1. We shall say that/(z) belongs to the class So, ii f(z) is analytic in \z\ <1, R{f(z)/z} >0 (|z| <1), and /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1.
Our principal result is
Theorem 1. If f(z)ES0, then
Rf(reiS) ^-forO^r < 21'2 -1.
This bound is sharp. 
when (piz) is analytic in \z\ <1 and
Taking real parts gives
By a well-known extension of Schwarz's Lemma [l, p. 18], (3) implies
Therefore, putting |z| =r, \k\ =|a/>(z)| = w and noting that This paper arose from the work of T. H. MacGregor [3] . The author is indebted to the referee for helpful comments and suggestions.
